Year 4

Spellings- 10:
occasion, occasionally, occasional, probably, probable,
consider, considered, considerable, considerate.
Spellings – 7:
again, behind, because, busy, could, would, should.

Dear Parents,
Our nativity singing rehearsals are under way and I am sure the children will be
coming home singing the songs already. You will definitely recognise the tunes
once we have finished.
This week, the children completed their learning for the term on finding the
perimeter of rectilinear shapes. They were able to find missing measurements
of a shape and then solve the perimeter by using different strategies to add
lots of single (and some double) digit numbers. The children also completed an
arithmetic assessment. I was very pleased with their answers and how they have
all developed some fabulous written methods to support their problem solving.
The children used their home learning to complete a report this week about
their chosen topic. At the start of the week, the children continued their
research by taking relevant books from the library to help them to find lots
more interesting facts. They then completed a planning sheet; this was to
enable them to structure their report writing. It was great to see them
remembering to use headings, sub-headings, factual information and some of
them completed a glossary of words where appropriate.
I am looking forward to completing some interesting activities with the children
on our Roman day. I am sure I will have lots of pictures to put on next week’s
newsletter. A reminder that they do not have to wear a costume, but will need
to wear their school uniform if they don’t.

We will be going out to Woodland learning on Tuesday 23rd November to make
up for our missed one on Monday when we have our Roman extravaganza.
With thanks,
Mrs Ward and Mrs Vennart

